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CHARGE 1 
 
Study the effectiveness of cash management strategies of the state. Review the 
quarterly amount of cash on hand and its use and potential to generate excess 
returns. Include an assessment of cash flow problems that exist in school districts 
and request that the Comptroller of Public Accounts report on the additional short-
term borrowing needed and the potential impact on bond ratings if legislation is not 
passed which allows for the “smoothing” of state payments to school districts. 
 
Public Hearing: 
 
The Senate Finance Subcommittee on General Government Issues met on Thursday, 
September 10, 2008, in the Capitol Extension, Room E1.036, at Austin, Texas, to hear 
testimony related to the interim charge listed above.  The agenda for that hearing, 
including a list of invited and public witnesses, is attached (see Appendix A). 
 
Background: 
 
Using a property value-based payment category system, the State of Texas distributes 
Foundation School Fund (FSF) payments to school districts in varying amounts 
throughout the fiscal year to accommodate the unique needs of each payment category.   
 
For school districts in payment category 1 (districts with property value less than 1/2 of 
the statewide average), the FSF disbursements are spread relatively evenly throughout the 
year. For districts in payment category 2 (districts with property value at least 1/2 of or 
equal to the statewide average) and districts in payment category 3 (districts with 
property value above the statewide average), a significant percentage of a district's annual 
entitlement is delivered in the first few months of the state's fiscal year.   
 
Because the districts in payment categories 2 and 3 are more reliant on local property tax 
revenue to fund operations, this front- loaded disbursement schedule has traditionally 
been viewed as an acceptable way to fill the financial gap that exists for school districts 
between the start of the school year and the receipt of those local property tax revenues, 
which are generally collected in December or January.   
 
However, during the 3rd Called Session of the 79th Legislature, legislators passed House 
Bill 1, which reduced local property taxes by one-third, replacing them with revenue 
collected through the new margins tax and general revenue.  Those property tax buy-
down funds are delivered through the payment category-based schedules, which 
significantly increases the state's cash needs at the beginning of the fiscal year, several 
months before the margins tax is collected.  
 
Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes 
 
Just as most school districts need operational funds months before their local property 
taxes are collected, the State of Texas must obtain funds to cover the gap that exists 
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between the time when disbursements are made to school districts and the receipt of 
revenue from the margins tax.  The state obtains these funds in the debt market, through 
Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes (TRANs).  
 
According to the Comptroller of Public Accounts (Comptroller), the debt market could 
easily accommodate, at rates favorable to the state, our short-term cash needs prior to the 
property tax buy-down.  But the dramatic increase in short-term cash needed to cover the 
buy-down -- which is expected to grow year after year -- could be difficult to obtain due 
to illiquidity in the debt market, could cost more due to a limited cash supply and could 
have an adverse-effect on the state's bond rating.  
 
Smoothing 
 
During the 80th Legislative Session, the Legislature attempted to eliminate the state's 
need to sell additional TRANs by adopting a system under which payments to school 
districts would be spread more evenly throughout the year -- a process commonly 
referred to as "smoothing." The smoothing proposal was part of Sena tor Robert Duncan's 
Senate Bill 1848, which died in the Texas House of Representatives on a point of order 
not related to the smoothing issue. 
 
In response to a request made during a joint hearing of the House Appropriations 
Subcommittee on Education and the House Select Committee on Higher and Public 
Education Finance, the Comptroller has compiled a list of new smoothing options (see 
Appendix B). 
 
Conclusions: 
 
Increased TRAN borrowing could impact our bond rating, and the current economic 
climate could lead to increased borrowing costs and decreased availability of cash. 
Striking a balance between assisting the school districts and protecting the state's fiscal 
standing would be ideal, but the payment category system currently in place makes it 
difficult to determine what individual schools districts need and when they need it.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. The Legislature should consider adopting a payment system that meets school district 

needs while minimizing the cost to the state by borrowing only what is needed and 
striving to work within a system more closely structured to the state's revenue stream. 

2. The Legislature should consider adopting a just- in-time payment system that delivers 
funds to school districts as needed.  
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CHARGE 2 
 
Explore the policy implications of allowing school districts, or other public agencies, 
to participate in a permissive pooled collateral program which provides for the 
centralization of collateral in a pool which will be tracked and verified to meet state 
requirements. 
 
Public Hearing: 
 
The Senate Finance Subcommittee on General Government Issues met on Thursday, 
September 11, 2008, in the Capitol Extension, Room E1.036, at Austin, Texas, to hear 
testimony related to the interim charge listed above.  The agenda for that hearing, 
including a list of invited and public witnesses, is attached (see Appendix A).  
 
Background: 
 
Chapter 2257 of the Texas Government Code requires that public funds deposited in a 
financial institution be secured by eligible collateral, and the funds for each public entity 
must be collateralized individually.   
 
For example, ABC Bank holds deposits for the City of XYZ and Good Apple 
Independent School District.  Under current law, ABC Bank must collateralize each 
entity's deposits individually.  This could be accomplished by pledging separate United 
States Treasury Notes for each account. 
 
During the 80th Legislative Session, Senator Robert Nichols and Representative Dan 
Flynn filed similar bills (Senate Bill 1748 and House Bill 345) that would have permitted 
the Comptroller of Public Accounts (Comptroller) to establish a pooled collateral 
program.  Under such a program, the Comptroller could allow for the creation of a 
collateral pool for a single financial institution's public deposits, or a centralized 
collateral pool for two or more financial institutions' public deposits. 
 
Continuing with the hypothetical example laid out above, under the pooled collateral 
legislation offered last session, the Comptroller could permit ABC bank to hold a single 
security to collateralize the total deposits from the City of XYZ and Good Apple 
Independent School District.  It might also have been possible under the pooled collateral 
legislation for the Comptroller to allow ABC Bank to share with a separate financial 
institution a collection of securities that could be used to collateralize all the public 
deposits in both banks.    
 
Critics of a pooled collateral program worry that such a program will provide insufficient 
protection for public funds. Under the current system, public entities can negotiate a level 
of collateralization that meets their unique local needs.  If the statute is revised and the 
Comptroller is permitted to create a pooled collateral program, critics argue that financial 
institutions will be better equipped to negotiate terms that prioritize reduced costs above 
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the responsibility of the public entities to protect and manage the public funds entrusted 
to them.  
 
Furthermore, critics argue that financial institutions' current reporting requirements 
position public entities to maintain necessary oversight of their deposits.  Under the 
pooled collateral legislation considered during the 80th Legislative Session, it would be 
possible for the Comptroller to remove the requirement that reports regarding the value of  
securities collateralizing a public entity's deposits be given directly to the public entity, 
and that monitoring of the market value of collateral could be conducted by the 
Comptroller. 
 
Some critics have expressed concern that a pooled collateral program, if not structured 
properly, could unfairly influence the market in a way that would be detrimental to small 
and independent financial institutions.   
  
Supporters of a pooled collateral program say that such a program would lower the cost 
of holding public funds, and that reduced costs could be passed on to taxpayers and free 
up funds to be reinvested in the community.   
 
To support the contention that a pooled collateral program would reduce costs and 
streamline the securitization process, supporters point to sometimes significant 
fluctuations in public entities' account balances.  Under current law, pledged collateral 
must be no less than 100% of the value of the public deposits, including any accrued 
interest, minus the value of the deposit covered by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation. Permitting pooled collateral, supporters argue, would allow financial 
institutions to provide sufficient protection of public funds by collateralizing based on 
aggregate need, and eliminate the wasteful cost of pledging collateral 365 days a year for 
deposits that might not reach their peak outside of a single fiscal quarter. 
 
Conclusions:  
 
Pursuing the development of a pooled collateral program may reduce the cost of 
collateralizing public funds, allowing savings to be passed on to the taxpayer and freeing 
up funds to be reinvested in the community.  The ultimate goal, whether the Legislature 
adopts a pooled collateral program or not, should be improving fiscal management and 
security of public funds.  Local control is essential to the success of a pooled collateral 
program, as it ensures that public entities can negotiate a collateral package that works 
best for them and their taxpayers.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
The Legislature should consider adopting a pooled collateral program that provides 
sufficient security for public funds by setting an adequate collateral "floor," allows local 
entities and the state to maintain sufficient oversight of the value of their collateral, 
protects public funds by including harsh penalties for under-collateralization, and protects 
market integrity by avoiding any barriers to competition. 
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CHARGE 3 
 
Compile a list of significant state assets and infrastructure, including but not limited 
to the state lottery and state real property, and determine if each asset is being used 
to the highest and best use possible in the interest of taxpayers of Texas. Where 
appropriate, provide analysis of alternative uses of underperforming assets, 
potential cost savings or revenue gains and the legislative actions that would be 
needed to make the changes that are in the best interest of taxpayers. 
 
Public Hearing : 
 
The Senate Finance Subcommittee on General Government Issues met on Thursday, 
September 11, 2008, in the Capitol Extension, Room E1.036, in Austin, Texas, to hear 
testimony related to the interim charge listed above.  The agenda for that hearing, 
including a list of invited and public witnesses, is attached (see Appendix A). 
 
Background: 
 
The State of Texas does not currently maintain a centralized, comprehensive list of state 
assets, such as real property, personal property, infrastructure, cash and revenue streams.   
 
The General Land Office does produce -- under the direction of Chapter 31 of the Natural 
Resources Code -- a Real Property Evaluation Report that reviews and evaluates certain 
state real property once every four years, but there are state agencies and state-owned 
properties exempt from this process.  
 
Although there is obviously great value in identifying the assets that the state maintains 
and how the market values those assets, the Legislature has not adopted a policy defining 
what is and what is not a state asset. While traditional definitions -- like those used in 
private enterprise -- can be applied, the question of whether or not our assets are being 
used to the highest and best use possible in the interest of the taxpayers of Texas is not as 
easily answered utilizing traditional, private industry definitions. 
 
Legislative Budget Board 
 
In response to the interim charge listed above, the Legislative Budget Board (LBB) 
produced the Capital Asset Inventory Research Report. Included in the report is data 
collected from the state property accounting system, real property evaluation data, 
pension fund valuations and cash balances in general revenue related accounts. 
 
While the LBB's report is a helpful first step in our attempt to shape the state's vision of 
asset valuation and management, it ultimately leaves the reader with more questions than 
answers regarding what assets the state maintains and what they are worth.  
 
The report reveals that reporting processes related to asset valuation vary from agency to 
agency.  Furthermore, the asset valuations provided by each state agency are generally 
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not based on market value.  Under the accounting practices employed by most state 
agencies, personal property, equipment, software and improvements (such as buildings) 
are assigned a net book value -- which includes depreciation -- and much of the state's 
real property is assigned its historic value, rather than its market value.   
 
Other shortcomings identified during our interim research include a lack of information 
regarding debt to equity ratios for most state assets and the absence of individual 
valuations for some of the state's largest investments, such as highway infrastructure. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
The lack of a state policy regarding asset valuation and management leaves the state with 
an incomplete list of assets, an inaccurate picture of the market value of its assets, and 
makes it difficult to determine if the state is using its assets at their highest and best use.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
The Legislature should consider adopting an asset valuation and management policy that 
includes state agency reporting requirements and valuation parameters for real and 
personal property, revenue sources, and cash and pension fund balances. 
 
 
CHARGE 4 
 
Study the funding of county public hospitals and the role neighboring counties 
without a county hospital should play. 
 
Public Hearing : 
 
The Senate Finance Subcommittee on General Government Issues met on Thursday, 
September 11, 2008, in the Capitol Extension, Room E1.036, in Austin, Texas, to hear 
testimony related to the interim charge listed above.  The agenda for that hearing, 
including a list of invited and public witnesses, is attached (see Appendix A).  
 
Background: 
 
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's Current Population Survey (2007), approximately 
25% of Texans are without health insurance.  While the state maintains programs such as 
Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program to provide health care coverage to 
qualified Texans, there is a large population of low-income Texans who do not qualify 
for these programs, and our state's counties -- along with state-run hospitals, public 
universities, and not- for-profit hospitals and clinics -- ultimately serve as the health care 
providers of last resort for these Texans with nowhere else to go.   
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Texas Counties 
 
Under the Indigent Health Care and Treatment Act passed in 1985, Texas counties must 
offer basic health care to indigent residents. Counties can provide this care through a 
hospital district, a public hospital or a county indigent health care program.  
 
Under the indigent health care system laid out in Chapter 61 of the Health and Safety 
Code, counties are responsible for reimbursing health care providers for basic services 
rendered to eligible county residents, which is defined in statute as residents with income 
less than 21% of the federal poverty level.  However, the reimbursement requirement is 
capped at 8% of a county's general revenue tax levy.  Counties spending in excess of 8% 
are eligible for state assistance through the State Assistance Fund. 
 
Uncompensated care 
 
While most Texas counties maintain some basic system of health care for indigent 
residents, the need for specialized services or higher level trauma care often lead Texans 
away from their county of residence to neighboring counties offering more advanced 
services.  Large hospital districts with regional medical centers -- such at those found in 
the state's urban centers -- often attract patients from outside the districts' service areas.  
However, this situation is not limited to urban-area public hospitals and is a concern for 
all counties -- regardless of size or method of indigent health care delivery -- who provide 
services to patients from neighboring counties.  
 
Hospital districts and county hospitals providing health care for non-residents can obtain 
reimbursement from a patient's county of origin, but only if the services provided to that 
patient are offered by the county indigent health care program in the patient's county of 
origin, and the patient meets the county of origin's eligibility requirements. 
 
Emergency rooms services -- which the state's uninsured rely on to treat illnesses that 
might have been avoided through preventive care -- must be provided, under federal law, 
to anyone requiring emergency assistance.  The state does not require a patient's county 
of origin to reimburse health care providers for emergency care services provided to non-
residents if that patient does not meet his/her home county eligibility requirements.     
 
Senate Bill 10 Medicaid Reform and Medicaid waiver 
 
Senate Bill 10, which was passed by the 80th Legislature, seeks to reform the state's 
Medicaid program and increase the percentage of Texans with health care coverage.  
 
The reform package was designed to work in conjunction with state efforts to obtain 
federal approval of using additional money appropriated by the 80th Legislature to draw 
down additional federal funds for the state's safety-net hospitals, without reducing the 
federal payments those hospitals currently receive for treating the uninsured.   
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For more information on Senate Bill 10 and the state's Medicaid reform waiver, please 
visit http://www.hhs.state.tx.us/medicaid/reform.shtml. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
The question policy makers ultimately must answer is should we restructure the current 
indigent health care system, which is primarily funded by property taxes, or should the 
state increase its responsibility under the Medicaid program or other programs that 
increase health care coverage?  
 
When the Legislature passed Senate Bill 10 last session and applied for the federal waiver 
referenced above, they embarked on a path that should begin the process of removing 
much of the indigent health care burden from property tax payers, decrease 
uncompensated care costs for county public hospitals and bring more of our federal 
dollars back to Texas.  
 
Ultimately, the state's goal should be to make insurance available for more Texans and 
optimize the health care provided for each tax dollar invested.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. The Legislature should continue to pursue innovative opportunities to make health 

insurance available for uninsured Texans, such as health care co-ops, three share 
programs and tax incentives for employers who provide private coverage for their 
employees.  

2. The Legislature should support the state's effort to win approval of the Medicaid 
waiver. 

 
 
CHARGE 5 
 
Review and evaluate appropriate state regulation of a private operator of the state 
lottery should the state receive bids for a lease of the lottery that merit strong 
consideration. Provide recommendations for ensuring the security and integrity of 
the lottery and for adequate consumer protections. (Joint charge with Senate State 
Affairs Committee) 
 
Public Hearing: 
 
The Senate Finance Subcommittee on General Government Issues met in a joint hearing 
with the Senate State Affairs Committee on Thursday, August 27, 2008, in the Capitol 
Extension, Room E1.036, in Austin, Texas, to hear testimony related to the interim 
charge listed above.  The agenda for that hearing, including a list of invited and public 
witnesses, is attached (see Appendix A). 
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Background: 
 
On October 16, 2008, the Office of Legal Counsel of the U.S. Department of Justice 
(DOJ) issued an opinion interpreting federal statutory provisions relating to state-run 
lotteries.  In that opinion, the DOJ concluded that a State must exercise control over a 
majority of business decisions at the lottery as well as retain most of the equity interest in 
the profits and losses of the lottery in order for it to be considered to be "conducted by a 
State" and thereby permissible under federal law.  The DOJ concluded that a state-run 
lottery may enter into a contract to provide goods and services necessary for the operation 
of the lottery; however, a long-term lease to a private operator would not permissible.  
See Scope of Exemption Under Federal Lottery Statutes for Lotteries Conducted by a 
State Acting Under the Authority of State Law, 32 Op. Off. Legal Counsel (Oc. 16, 
2008).  The full text of the DOJ's opinion can be found at 
http://www.usdoj.gov/olc/2008/state-conducted- lotteries101608.pdf. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
While the full impact of the DOJ's opinion has not yet been determined, its issuance 
should lead to the cessation of further consideration of lottery privatization until the 
opinion can be reviewed by the appropriate legal resources and the advisability of 
investing the state's time and resources in reviewing the question of privatization can be 
weighed. 
 
While the recent DOJ opinion casts a shadow over the prospect of leasing the lottery to a 
private operator, the lottery is a state asset that could be included under the state asset 
valuation and management plan as recommended in the Finance Subcommittee on 
General Government's interim report on state assets.   
 
Recommendations: 
 
None 
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